Chondrocyte-biocompatibility of DegraPol-foam: in vitro evaluations.
Histological and biochemical investigations were carried out in order to evaluate the chondrocyte compatibility of a recently developed biodegradable polyesterurethane-foam (DegraPol-foam). Therefore, cell adhesion, cell growth, and the preservation of chondrocyte phenotype was measured in rat xyphoid chondrocytes seeded on DegraPol-foam. Chondrocytes, isolated from xyphoids of adult male rats, exhibited relatively high cell adhesion on DegraPol-foam (about 60% of that found on TCPS). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) showed that chondrocytes grew on the surface and into the open cell pores of the foam. Morphologically, cells found on the surface of the foam exhibited a flat cell appearance and built a confluent cell multilayer. In contrast, the interior of the foam cells showed rounded morphology in cell aggregates and cell islets. In addition, chondrocytes proliferated on the DegraPol-foam (doubling-time of about 12.5 days) and preserved their phenotype for up to 14 days. Compared to freshly isolated chondrocytes, cells seeded on the foam produced high concentrations of collagen type II for up to 2 weeks: the ratio of type II/I collagen was 1.2-1.4 fold higher than the ratio found in freshly isolated cells. No significant difference was observed in chondroitin sulfate levels produced by freshly isolated cells and cells cultured on DegraPol-foam for up to 14 days. To sum up, our results indicate that DegraPol-foam is a compatible substrate for chondrocytes.